
CCC – We Prove and Guarantee Energy Savings

In the past 40 years, customers have repeatedly chosen CCC because we deliver on our promise  
to keep your machinery safe, improve your process throughput, and deliver real energy savings.

Today, our experience and process expertise allow you to secure your investment with an 
unparalleled Energy Savings Guarantee.

Here is how the process works:

Here are the results recently achieved by a CCC customer:

You have options when choosing who should supply your compressor control system, but there 
is only one knowledgeable partner that can guarantee results. Let us show you how.

SITE SURVEY

Predicted decrease of steam flow Estimated lifecycle savings

We perform a site 
survey where we 

baseline your current 
process performance 

in terms of energy cost 
and throughput.

We work with you to 
test/re-test current 

process performance 
data, ensuring that the 
baseline is reproducible 

and repeatable.

We provide a 
guaranteed improved 

efficiency goal 
that is unique to 

your business and 
application.

We commit, 
contractually, 

to a risk/benefit 
agreement 

designed for you.

Following 
implementation, we 

continue to work with 
you to ensure that 

efficiency savings are 
sustained over time. 

SITE MONITORING SITE ASSESSMENT

Choose CCC for guaranteed results.

SITE IMPROVEMENT SITE CONTROL PHASE

10.5% $50m7%
Guaranteed decrease

in steam consumption

payback:

1 year

4 5321



Get Back in Control

Is your process and equipment as efficient as it can be? If you experience unexpected 
shut downs, you’re losing valuable uptime and wasting energy — and your process 
can’t afford to do either. 

Get back in control with a CCC Total Train Control Performance Check. We will provide 
a thorough, expert opinion on your current process control strategy and help you find 
ways to maximize production efficiency and reduce operating costs.

Contact CCC

Contact CCC to schedule a 1 hour interactive consultation and we will address your 
biggest process issues and identify opportunities for possible improvements.

For additional information and to sign up for a WebEx session,
go to cccglobal.com/contact–us

CCC – Total Train Control Performance Check

free
1 hour
WebEx

consultation


